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	Newton's Telecom Dictionary: Covering Telecommunications, Networking, Information Technology, Computing and the Internet (20th Edition), 9781578203093 (1578203090), CMP Books, 2004
Newton's Telecom Dictionary helps technology and business professionals stay on top of the ever-changing network, telecom, and IT industry. The tech industry hype has cooled dramatically, but nonetheless new telecom and networking technology and services continue to be adopted at a rapid pace, and new terms and acronyms sprout just as quickly. Industry guru Harry Newton explains technical concepts in non-technical language that anyone in business can understand, making it an essential reference tool for anyone involved with telecom and IT systems and services.

 About the Author 

Harry Newton has spent 33 years studying, writing, lecturing and investing in telecommunications and technology. He founded key telecom magazines--LAN (now Network), Teleconnect, Call Center, Computer Telephony and Technology Investor. He also founded the trade shows, Computer Telephony Conference and Exhibition (CT Expo) and Call Center Demo. He sold his telecom publishing group in September, 1997 to concentrate on writing.

Newton has an MBA from the Harvard Business School and an Economics degree from the University of Sydney, Australia, where he was born. He is not an engineer, but wishes he were. He wrote this dictionary to teach himself his first loves—telecom and technology. In this dictionary, Newton explains complex technology in non-technical, business language. He believes it’s critical to understand what the technology does, what its benefits are and they key tips to using and installing it. That’s what this dictionary does.
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Bioactive Molecules in Food (Reference Series in Phytochemistry)Springer, 2019

	
		This reference work provides comprehensive information about the bioactive molecules presented in our daily food and their effect on the physical and mental state of our body. Although the concept of functional food is new, the consumption of selected food to attain a specific effect existed already in ancient civilizations, namely...



		

Pro MSMQ: Microsoft Message Queue ProgrammingApress, 2004

	This will be the only book on the market with in-depth coverage of using Message Queuing from .NET code – it won't just be the number one in its category; it will be the only book in its category.


	* The only book targeted at developers with in-depth coverage of MSMQ 3.0 and MSMQ triggers


	* The only MSMQ book...


		

Policy-Driven Mobile Ad hoc Network Management (Wiley Series in Telecommunications and Signal Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
This book discusses the management challenges associated with ad hoc networks, and provides an in-depth description of how policy-based network management can be used for increasing automation in the management of mobile ad hoc networks. It describes the required components of a network management solution for such networks, using a policy-based...




	

Mind Mapping with FreeMindPackt Publishing, 2012


	FreeMind is the powerful, free mind mapping software used by millions of people worldwide

	to capture their ideas and communicate them visually.





	Mind mapping with FreeMind will teach you how to develop different kinds of mind maps to

	capture and arrange your ideas. You will learn how to combine FreeMind or Freeplane...

		

Matplotlib 3.0 Cookbook: Over 150 recipes to create highly detailed interactive visualizations using PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build attractive, insightful, and powerful visualizations to gain quality insights from your data

	
		Key Features

		
			Master Matplotlib for data visualization
	
			Customize basic plots to make and deploy figures in cloud environments
	
			Explore recipes to design various...




		

Alternative Breast Imaging: Four Model-Based Approaches (The International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2004
Medical imaging has been transformed over the past 30 years by the advent of computerized tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and various advances in x-ray and ultrasonic techniques. An enabling force behind this progress has been the (so far) exponentially increasing power of computers, which has made it practical to explore...
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